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Characters 

Flag        young fella 

Chorus        group (5-8 or more) 

mum         female 

dad        male 
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BOY CALLED FLAG 
 

No flags are to be used in this production 
Flag sits eating an imaginary ice cream 

Chorus All rise!  
Waits for audience to stand 

Chorus People versus Flag. Flag is charged with inciting a riot. The people – are in 

the dark – that is not a comment. Just clarifying your position. You may sit. 
The audience sit 

Chorus Comfortable? Good. Where’s Flag? 

Dad Here’s Flag.  

Mum Good kid. 

Flag Got me an ice cream. See me lick it. 
He does so, provocatively 

Chorus Don’t go down there, boy. Down there will get you into trouble 

Flag I’m not stupid 

Mum Good kid 

Dad Real nice. 

Mum  Tops 

Dad Choice 

Mum  You enjoying that ice cream? 

Flag Fucken awesome! 
Flag finishes eating his imaginary ice cream 

Mum  Flag! 

Flag Mother 

Dad Flag! 

Flag Father 
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M+D Watch your bloody language! 

Chorus Flag wonders how he came to be here. 

Flag Mum? How did I came to be here? 

Mum Here? 

Flag In trouble 

Chorus Tell him 

Mum Well… 

Chorus Tell him 

Mum It’s not how you got here that’s important… is it? 

Chorus The person he killed might disagree 

Flag I didn’t kill no one! 

Chorus Did 

Flag Didn’t. It was self-defence 

Chorus You attacked him from behind 

Dad He had no choice! 

Flag Just reacted 

Dad And that’s what us Flags are famous for 

Chorus Killing people? 

Dad Reacting! 
Chorus makes hub-bub courtroom sounds 

Chorus Order! Order! 
Things settle down 

Chorus We know your sort, Flag.   

Dad What’s he done? 

Flag What’d I do? 
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Dad He’s a flag, like me 

Mum Good Flag 

Chorus We know what you represent 

Dad We represent everything that’s great about everything.  

Chorus Flags are nothing but an ancient construct designed to encourage the worst in 

people 
beat 

Dad So, what are you saying? 

Chorus We are saying that Flags are nothing but an ancient construct designed to 

encourage the worst in people 

Mum Flags aren’t bad for you 

Dad The first thing you know about people is what Flag they’re flying 

Mum Flags tell you on what side of the fence you sit 

Dad Flags tell you who you are 

Flag Flags gives you something to march about 

Dad Give you something to fight for! 

Flag Give you something to kill for! 

Dad Rally round the Flag boys!  

Mum Salute the flag.  

Flag Obey the flag.  

Dad Defend the flag.  

Mum Die for the flag.  

Flag Kill for the flag! 

Dad (to Flag, calming him down) Yes, boy. But we don’t need to go there, just 

yet.  
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Mum (to Chorus) Ladies and gentleman of the Chorus, flags aren’t some sort of 

conspiracy. People don’t just blindly accept aggressive nationalism and group 

identity, you know. 

Dad They need a flag!  

Mum But that’s my point, Dad!  

Dad They need a flag, Mum! 

Mum Shut up! Don’t interrupt! (to Chorus) So, what have you got to say for 

yourself now, Chorus? 

Chorus Ask the past 

Flag What? 

Chorus Ask the past. Ask the past. Ask the past. ASK… THE… PAST 

Dad Here we go! Take out your black armbands! 

Mum You’re a bloody smart arse, Chorus! Think you’re so clever criticising us 

flags. Well, the flag’s a bloody important symbol. Think about all them young 

men who died fighting for the flag 

Dad Millions! Around the world! 

Chorus Listen to the past…Listen to the past… LISTEN TO THE PAST 

Dad You’re so up yourself, Chorus. Here’s one for you. You hate us flags so 

much, you’re just so clever. Trying to make us feel like dirt. Well, what about 

people who need a flag? To give them something to rally around 

Flag Rally round the flag. Boys! 

Dad What about them? Are you gonna criticise the Aboriginal flag? 

Flag Good one, dad! 

Chorus After centuries without a flag, a flag arrived and the first thing the flag did 

was stab itself into the land and the heart of a people. But now the bleeding 

has a band-aid. It’s black and red and yellow. Anyway, this isn’t supposed to 

be about flags – literally. It’s about metaphorical flags 
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